To the conventional Peierls-Hubbard model, involving both on-site ( U) and nearest-neighbor ( V) Coulomb repulsions, we add "o5'-diagonal" terms, not expressible purely in terms of site densities, representing bond-bond ( F) and mixed bond-site (X) electron-electron repulsive interactions involving nearest neighbors. We review earlier analyses of these interactions and discuss relative magnitudes of the parameters in applications to real materials. As a specific illustration, we investigate the e6'ects of the o8'-diagonal 8' and X terms on dimerization in the one-dimensional, halffilled-band Peierls-Hubbard models, which have been widely applied to conjugated polymers (such as trans-polyacetylene) and to related quasi-one-dimensional charge-density wave (CDW) systems. Using both weak-and strong-coupling perturbation theory for large systems and exact diagonalizations of small systems, we investigate thoroughly the nature of the ground state of the model. For a broad range of the site-diagonal Hubbard parameters (U, V), including the values believed to be relevant to trans-polyacetylene, we find that the ofF-'diagonal terms (F,X) initially enhance dimerization, thereby stabilizing the dimerized [or bond-order-wave (BOW)] ground state. For (unphysically) large values of 8'relative to U and V, dimerization is destroyed, and the BOW ground state goes over to a ferromagnetic ground state or a CDW ground state, depending on the relative sizes of U, V, and 8'. We conclude with a general discussion of the applicability of the Peierls-Hubbard models to quasi-one-dimensional materials, including the potential importance of the breaking of charge conjugation (" particle-hole" ) symmetry by the X term.
I. INTRODUCTION The role of electron-electron (e-e) interactions in solid-state systems continues to be the subject of intense investigation and debate. Much of the recent discussion has been stimulated by experimental work on exciting novel materials, including high-temperature superconducting copper oxides, "heavy-fermion" systems, organic synthetic metals, and halogen-bridged transition-metal chains. Unlike conventional metals, for which standard single-electron (band) theories describe quantitatively the electronic structures and excitations, these new "correlated" materials are thought to have properties strongly influenced or even dominated by many-body effects arising from strong e-e interactions. Indeed, most current theoretical models of the high-T, materials are predicated on the dominance of strong Coulomb interactions. Similarly, in the synthetic metals, a class of organic electronic materials which subsumes conducting polymers and a variety of charge-transfer salts including superconductors, models involving direct e-e effects are becoming increasingly common.
In the area of conducting polymers, the debate between advocates of single-electron approaches and those supporting many-body theories has been particularly long standing. Consider the case of polyacetylene -(CH}"-the quasi-one-dimensional conjugated polymer that, in the theorist's idealized world, corresponds to the infinite limit of the finite polyenes, Cz"Hz"+2. In the chemical literature the existence of bond alternation ("dimerization"}, the origin of the optical gap, and the nature of the electronic excitations in conjugated m. -electron systems like the finite polyenes have been debated for over fifty years. ' On one side are the Huckel single-electron theories, in which the optical gap is due entirely to the bond alternation or dimerization that exists because of the coupling of nuclear and electronic motions. On the other side are the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) models, which fit very accurately the observed electronic excitations (both the optical gap and optically forbidden transitions) in finite polyenes by assuming that e eefects dom-- inate and that bond alternation is a secondary effect. In the physics literature, the same debate has been couched in terms of electron-phonon (e-ph) versus e einteraction-s.
The standard physicists' single-electron approach to (CH)"-the celebrated Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH} model -can be viewed as one of the class of Peierls models in which e-ph interactions dominate and the optical gap is linked directly to the bond alternation. In contrast, the Hubbard models applied to (CH)"(Refs. 2, 8 -15) treat the limit of doininant e einteractions -and assume that the polymer is essentially a Mott-Hubbard insulator with ancillary e-ph interactions.
In fact, experimental results in finite polyenes and polyacetylene indicate that both e-p and e-e interactions play important roles, with some observables affected more by the former, and some by the latter, interactions. = f Jdr dr'P;'(r)PJ'(r')V, , (r r')Pk(r)P-I(r') . In the specific context of (CH)", the potential importance of this omission is readily recognized. In the absence of e-e interactions, the ground state of (CH)" is (in the physical terminology) the 2kF bond-order-wave (BOW) predicted by Peierls theorem, which (in chemical terms) corresponds to an alternating pattern of single (long} and double (short) bonds. Since there is one nelectron per site, the band is half filled and the 2kF instability produces the dimerization -bond-alternation pattern indicated in Fig. 1 Hubbard has estimated U-20 eV, V-6 eV, X--, ' eV, 2W= Jdx dx'P(x)P(x -a)V, , (x -x')P(x')P(x' -a) .
(2.2d) and IV--, ', eV. In the case of finite polyenes, this determination has been carried out in detail for (isolated) 
"g-ology"
Although not strictly a finite order, weak-coupling perturbation theory, the familiar studies known as "gology"
' amount to the summation of the (logarithmically) leading terms in all orders of (weak-coupling) This agrees very well with our strong-coupling estimate of W, /to=to/(U -V), which for U=4to, V=O gives W, /to=0. 25to. Further, as also suggested by our strong-coupling estimates, the dimerization actually increases monotonically with W, before dropping rapidly to zero in a "first-order phase transition" at 8', . Thus, although the basic intuition that 8' opposes a BOW and will eventually destroy dimerization is correct, earlier (a) bond-bond correlation (multiplied by~), (b) average bond charge, and (c) alternating bond charge, which is proportional to the dimerization.
rings. Note the increase in W"' consistent with Fig. 6 , here we find W, (V=3)=0.32to=0.8 eV. Here our strong-coupling estimate that W, /to=to/(U -V) gives W, =0.36to=0.9 eV. Further, the increase in dimeriza- Fig. 6 between the BOW and CDW phases. The values of ( V, 8') are (a) (5.892 eV, 0.3 eV); (b) (6.084 eV, 0.2 eV); (c) (6.135 eV, 0.18 eV); and (d) (6.210 eV, 0.15 eV). As 5 is decreased, these solid "BOW" curves become dotted as soon as the "CDW" solution becomes energetically favorable.
FIG. 11. Energy per site on the 8-site ring as a function of W/tp for U= 10 eV and V= 3 eV. For large 8'/tp, the groundstate energy for the FM is E/N= V, independent of W'. For small W/tp, the curves are for (t,X) equal to (a) (2.5 eV, 0); (b) (2.5 eV, 0.25 eV) and (2.0 eV, 0); and (c) (2.5 eV, 0.5 eV) and (1.5 eV, 0). For parameter sets (b) and (c) strong-coupling analysis of dimerization breaks down.
Third, both Figs. 7 and 8 show that the distinction between "Jahn-Teller" (here, 4N) and "non-Jahn-Teller" (4N+2) system persists even away from the band-theory limit. However, they also suggest that systems with N~8 are near the converged large-N behavior. Incidentally, the dotted regions of the 4-site ring results in Figs. 7 and 8 reflect the dimerization observed in the BOW phase. However, the actual ground state of the 4-site system at values of W in these dotted regions is a different, small-ring phase, which does not appear in the larger rings. Thus the solid line for the 4-site system, which shows the dimerization going to zero at relatively small values of 8', although strictly correct, is essentially an artifact of the small-system size. The dotted line, which explicitly ignores this small-ring phase and plots the dimerization assuming the BOW state remains the ground state until the transition to the ferromagnetic phase, shows more clearly the true finite-size effects on 8' and on 50 vs Fourth, the phase boundaries in Fig. 6 in general reflect a "first-order transition" in the dimerization order parameter, 50: that is, there is a sudden qualitative change in the nature of the ground state, and 5O drops discontinuously from a finite value to zero. However, for the short segment of the BOW-CDW boundary near W=O -the range is roughly 0( 8'(0.1 eV -the transition becomes second order. This is shown in Fig. 9 , which plots E(5) -E(0) for points on the BOW-CDW boundary; for 8'(0.1 eU, the transition becomes second order. Except for this short segment, the dimerized phase has nonzero dimerization on its boundary.
Increasing 8', of course, must suppress bond-bond correlations. In Fig. 10 BOW-FM boundary behaves as suggested by the case of the dimer, depending only on t =to -2X.
In Fig. 12 we show the effect of X on the dimerization versus W' plot. The parameters and the labeling of the curves are the same as in Fig. 11 We have used the fact that P~E (n)=( -1)"f, z(n) and that the P may be chosen real. 
